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Thesis 
 
 The subject of my dissertation deals with the kushite kingdom which took shape around el 
Kurru. The period under discussion can be divided into to two halves. One of them is the period of the 
chiefdom of el Kurru while the other is the rule of the 25th dynasty. The latter one can also be divided 
into two distinct parts: the activities of the rulers of the 25th dynasty in Egypt and the Levant. My 
primary goal was to bring the history of the 25th dynasty to the history of the Ancient Near East in the 
world of Assyria in the 8-7th century. I do believe that the history of the two regions, Egypt and the 
eastern coast of the Sea cannot be studied separated from each other. The basic proof of this is created 
by those exotic African products which stipulated the politics and economic goals on the Levantine 
cost. These luxury wares – ivory, ebony, gold – reached the Phoenician and Philistaen cities through 
Egypt and before her through the region of Kurru. That’s why their role was essential in the economic 
life of the Near East. 
 
 The Period of the el Kurru chiefdom (c. 1070-760) 
 
 It must be stressed that the study of the history of the el Kurru chiefs cannot be relied in 
written sources. Its only material is the cemetery of el Kurru where its chiefs were buried. G.A. 
Reisner who conducted the excavations at Kurru in 1919 created a typochronology which describes 
the development of the tombs. His theory, which was ultimately supported by T. Kendall, contains the 
following principles. Resiner classified the 14 tombs before the pyramids of the 25th dynast rulers into 
6 generations which correspond also typoligycal groups by the changes in the structures of the tomb. 
He maintained the every new generation, namely new ruler added something new to his tomb. He also 
supposed that the other tombs were the tombs of the wives of the chiefs. As he reckoned with 20 years 
per generation, he put the start of the cemetery to 860. He and Kendall also supposed that the 
chiefdom was quickly Egyptianizied. 
 However, after a proper study of the el Kurru tombs, their typochronology must be queried. 
First of all, burial custom seldom change quickly. Second, none of their arguments (anthropological 
finds and the supposed lesser quality of the tombs) prove that women were also buried with their 
husbands. Thirdly, their theory considers every ruler equally reformer and successful, or even more 
successful then his predecessor, and does not count rulers with more traditionalism or less (and more) 
than 20 years of reign. 
 As for the egyptianization process of the kurru chiefdom one must stress that on basis of the 
changes in the types of tombs that the initiative were the chief themselves and not the Thebaid as 
Kendall supposed. This is supported by the fact that certain changes which are otherwise should 
concur together appear separate, sometimes by more than one generation. The other problem with the 
theory of Kendall is the nearly complete missing of written objects from the tombs which should be 
present if the Egyptian priests moved to Kurru from the Thebaid. 
 Without written sources we can only speculate the growth and development of el Kurru from 
chiefdom to kingdom. But two highly probable aspects can be supposed. The first one is the control of 
the trade of exotic African wares, and secondly the establishment of the cult of Amun, which latter can 
be demonstrated by the inscription of queen Kadimalo and story of the covenant between Alara and 
Amun. 
 
 The Period of the 25th dynasty 
 
 The kushite pharaohs who originated from el Kurru conquered and united Egypt in three 
phases: Kashta, Pianhy and Shabaco. The first and most decisive step was taken by Kasta who 
successfully installed his daughter Amenirdis as the successor of the God’s Wife of Amun, 
Shenpewepet, a descendant of the Thebean kingly dynasty. With his steo Kashta secured the 
legitimacy of the rule of his dynasty. What is more interesting is that it is possible that behind the act 
was the clergy of Amun who might seek effective support against the northern enemies. 
 By the end of 730s the Assyrian empire led by Tiglath-Pileser III reached the Egyptian border. 
This prompted Tefnakht of Sais leading a mass coalition to attack the kushite holds in Upper-Egypt. 
His goals might be twofold. First to free Lower-Egypt from, and second the unite and prepare Egypt 



against a predictable Assyrian invasion. However, his attempt was failed. Piankhy, supposed son of 
Kashta defeated him, crushed his coalition and seized Memphis, which was in Tehnakht’s possession 
earlier. However the kushite king didn’t want to subjugate Lowe Egypt. He was satisfied by loyalty 
oath taken by his former enemies including his rival Tefnakht. This created the opportunity for 
Tefnakht and his son Bakenrenef to regain the former domains of the Princedom of the West. 
Bakenrenef even decided to join a coalition led by the king of Ashdod against Sargon II of Assyria. 
 This prompted Shabaco, the younger brother and successor of Piankhi, to lead a campaign 
against the Delta, which was resulted again in success. But unlike his predecessor, Shabako moved his 
capital to Memphis and by this act Egypt again was united under one rule. But despite his efforts, the 
Delta of the Nile slowly slipped out of the hand of the kushite pharaohs. So Taharco, tried a different 
policy in Lower Egypt which was based on diplomacy, consolidation and peace. Maybe this policy 
was responsible for prosperity in the first half of his reign. 
 As for the international activity of the 25th dynasty, after summarizing the available Egyptian, 
Assyrian and Biblical sources we can safely conclude that it was bases on economical and the military, 
expansionist goals. The kushite rulers tried something similar which Taharco tried in the Delta. The 
only goal behind the kushite military presence in the Near East was to protect their allies and friends 
against the offensive Assyrian armies. 


